Podcasting 101 for K–12 Librarians

by Esther Kreider Eash

Our 21st-century school librarians can lead the way with innovative programming, new resources, and creative instruction. But first, they need to learn what podcasting is all about.

The New Oxford American Dictionary chose "podcast" as its 2005 Word of the Year over "persistent vegetative state," "bird flu," "sudoku," "rootkit," and "lifehack." During the past 2 years, podcasting has become increasingly familiar as a method of information sharing. Yet when I queried 100 librarians during my presentation on professional development at the American Association of School Librarians meeting in October 2005, not one hand went up to indicate that anyone had accessed or listened to a podcast. Most did not know what a podcast was, and no one had used a podcast with students, much less created one. I had just suggested podcasting as a cost-effective method of providing professional development to teachers. Afterward, participants wanted to know more about podcasting, including what it really is and how to find, use, and create podcasts. This experience motivated me to develop a Podcasting 101 overview and some sample podcasts to help school librarians understand the basics of podcasting and encourage their uses.

For more than 7 years, I have supported libraries for Edison Schools, Inc., a for-profit company that manages about 100 public schools in 20 states. I design, implement, and support a model for libraries that helps integrate information and technology resources with curriculum. Because I oversee program implementation in schools across the country, and since most of these schools are working with very tight budgets, I need to find creative solutions to deliver content and professional development to site staff.

When podcasting emerged in the communication revolution, I saw a unique opportunity to provide on-demand content in an easily accessible and cost-effective format. What began as an interest in using podcasting for professional development has now become an interest in exploring creative podcast use in K–12 libraries. When I first asked my librarians whether they used podcasts, two-thirds didn't know what I was talking about. However, many of their students were already accessing and creating podcasts on their own. So I suggested that we brainstorm and plan how to turn podcasting into an opportunity to reach out to students and to affect learning.

Podcasting supports efforts to differentiate instruction in the library in accordance with No Child Left Behind requirements. The podcast is a viable alternative for delivering research content or lessons to students who need remedial or extended support. While auditory learners particularly benefit when podcasts are incorporated into the teaching model, librarians can help all students and staff find ways to creatively use podcasting. Sometimes new formats are the key to igniting interest. While creating podcasts, students learn to research, write, develop vocabulary, speak effectively, manage time, solve problems, and grab attention.

**Just What Is a Podcast?**

*The New Oxford American Dictionary* defines podcast as "a digital recording of a radio broadcast or similar program, made available on the Internet for downloading to a personal audio player." In other words, it's a digital audio file that's created, shared, and heard.

Although many podcasts contain only music or only speaking, most are a creative mix of voice, music, and sounds. Some now include video or photos. There is a wide variety of content, such as National Public Radio programming, a university lecture, an international news update, a band's newest music, or an individual's enthusiastic view of a political issue. Podcasts range in length from a few minutes to several hours.

What's so revolutionary about a podcast? MP3 files have been around for a while and were accessed easily from the Web. But the arrival of podcasting and its Really Simple Syndication (RSS) feed means that you no longer have to go to the Web to get newly posted MP3 files or to download them to an MP3 player. Instead, you can subscribe to a podcast series. Anytime you log onto the Internet, the software reaches out and automatically downloads newly posted podcasts to which you've subscribed. The new files wait on your computer or MP3 player until you're ready to listen.

In September 2004, when podcasting was in its infancy and a Google search of "podcast" brought up only 24 results,
Doc Searls of IT Garage said, “Podcasting will shift much of our time away from an old medium where we wait for what we might want to hear to a new medium where we choose what we want to hear, when we want to hear it, and how we want to give everybody else the option to listen to it.” Indeed, more and more we want information when we want it—whether it’s TV or radio programming or other information. We don’t want to wait. Podcasting gives the end user one more option for information access at the point of need.

Podcasts are portable. Although accessible via computers, they can also reside on MP3 players and go anywhere. This is a real plus. Librarians can capitalize on this portability by creating a walking library-orientation podcast for students to carry around on an MP3 player, following instructions as they learn about different areas and resources within the library. Or while doing research on a field trip, students can use a digital recorder to document interviews, observations, notes, and other information and then come back to the library to produce their own podcasts to share what they learned. Examples of this type of community research include the work of students from several primary schools in West Bromwich, U.K., who report on visits to special places in their community. Students from Mabry Middle School in Marietta, Ga., conducted oral history research by interviewing World War II veterans as a way of passing history from “one generation to another and enabling students to create digital representations of their new knowledge in a medium that is relevant to their teen culture.”

Podcasts actively engage students in their own learning. Since they are already used to handling MP3 technology, integrating it with curricular content comes naturally. Students even become teachers as they help lead the way during implementation.

**How to Access Podcasts**

Before I attempted to create my first podcast, I listened to as many as possible. In the beginning, there were very few library-related podcasts, but now a search brings up many options.

You can search and manually download a podcast from a Web site or subscribe to a syndicated podcast that automatically downloads updated installments. Podcast subscription directories use RSS technology to help you find, subscribe to, and download podcasts. There are many to choose from. (See the Podcast Directories sidebar on page 20.)

To listen to a podcast, you can use most devices that play digital audio files, including personal MP3 players like the iPod or the Sony Psyc. Or you can use a computer with an audio player application, such as Windows Media Player, iTunes, or QuickTime.

**Reasons to Use Podcasts in School Libraries**

When new forms of technology arrive, consider the reasons for their use. The fact that the podcast is a new format isn’t reason enough to use it in a school library. Instead, ask questions. Is a portable audio format the best format for this task? How does the podcast support my goals? How does a podcast enhance student learning?

There are two basic types of podcast use, each valid in the K–12 library (or classroom) setting: to retrieve information (accessing podcasts created by others) and to disseminate information (creating and sharing podcasts).

I’m convinced that the real power of podcasting is twofold: It gives learners point-of-need access to information, and it disseminates information in exciting new ways. Students eagerly and actively participate in the creation of content-rich podcasts, and those who publish their podcasts publicly are quickly connected to the world community in ways never before possible.

In fall 2005, I spoke with librarians and searched the literature and Internet to get examples of podcast usage in school libraries. While most of the librarians I work with are in the very beginning stages of podcast understanding and implementation, they eagerly embrace the concept. And after hearing examples from my research, they’re quick to think of their own creative applications.

Many librarians help students and teachers retrieve podcasts to supplement curricular needs, particularly to get news and information for research. (See the sidebar Podcast Content for Library Research on page 19.) But because the body of publicly accessible K–12-appropriate podcasts has been limited (though quickly growing), most librarians were more focused on helping students (and teachers) author their own podcasts. I have used the following examples as catalysts to help Edison librarians brainstorm simple ways of incorporating podcasts into their own library programming. Below are my examples along with some suggested projects for each application:

- Promoting the library—I found some examples of schools that are helping their communities learn about available library programming, especially reading and book promotion. Grandview Elementary School in Monsey, N.Y., provides storytelling, a library newsletter, and creative writing podcasts. Isinglass High School and Middle School in Contoocook, N.H., offers library book talks on the Teen Read Award nominees. You can also use podcasts for book reviews, reading incentive program overviews, and connecting librarians to student achievements.

  - Using student products to share learning—An end product of student research can be a paper, poster, or even a
Create Your Own Podcast

Once you’re comfortable navigating directories and subscribing to podcasts, it’s time to become a creative podcast author to support the wider use of podcasting for learning. The process can be quite simple. Think “radio show.” If the content lends itself to a radio show format, it should also work as a podcast. I’ve broken the process down into eight steps.

1. Gather the required hardware and software. Different configurations will work, but the easiest is a computer with a microphone and speakers and an application that records sound. The computer’s microphone can be built in, but for better quality, use an external microphone with a USB connection. The sound-recording application can be a simple digital audio recorder or a podcasting software application that allows editing and the addition of music and sound effects. (See the Podcast Recording Software sidebar on page 20.)

2. Decide on the content. Its quality will keep people coming back for more installments. If it’s part of a series, create a template and choose theme music to increase listener recognition and to maintain consistency. Create engaging text with an appropriate introduction, breaks, and a conclusion. Also, consider additional features. Music or sound effects can signal a page turn, generate interest, and keep listeners engaged. Use accompanying images, album art, outlines, or notes if the software allows it. You must also make sure you’re copyright-compliant. When incorporating music or images into a public podcast, you must request and receive rights to use those songs and images. Or you can use items that are in the public domain or that have already been licensed for noncommercial distribution. If you’re making the podcast for curricular use at the school and not for publication, follow fair use guidelines as outlined in Digital Millennium Copyright Act.

3. Practice. For instance, practice speaking until you’re confident and the session flows smoothly in a natural, conversational style. Practice adding music and sound elements until you’re comfortable with moves and transitions.

4. Record the podcast. Use software that generates an MP3 audio file. Following instructions that came with the software, add and mix text, music, and sound elements.

5. Test the podcast. Listen to it and share it with peers. If you don’t like what you hear, redo all or part of it until it’s the best you can do. Students are often motivated to excel if they realize a public posting of their podcasts means that people from all around the world could be listening. (Be sure to follow your school’s privacy guidelines for student safety.)

6. Publish the podcast to share your good work. Link the audio file to a Web site with an RSS feed so people can subscribe. Or simply link the file for manual download. (However, it is then considered a link to audio file rather than a true podcast.) Submit the audio file for public posting on a podcast directory service such as iTunes Music Store, Podcast.net, OurMedia.org, Podcast Alley, or PodcastPickle. Test the access to make sure it really works.

7. Promote the podcast. Advertise within your school community and encourage parents, students, and teachers to subscribe. Students can be the best word-of-mouth promoters, but the quality and timeliness of the podcast(s) will be what keeps subscribers coming back for more.

8. Evaluate and learn from your mistakes. Be prepared to adjust your template or make changes to procedures for future podcasts. You want the end product to be the best that you can make it.
Twenty-first-century school librarians can lead the way with innovative programming, new resources, and creative instruction. But first, they need to learn what it’s all about.

In my survey of Edison library media specialists and technology integration specialists, I found that several are implementing student-produced school newscasts as a starting point. Karen A., a respondent from Washington, D.C., is finalizing production of both video and podcast news.

Overwhelmingly, the respondents showed a thirst for knowledge and an eagerness to learn: Laura B. from San Francisco said: “I am always interested in anything that makes the dissemination of information easier. I look forward to learning more.” Karen T. from St. Louis responded, “I want to start a student newscast, and this will be perfect.” Carol R. from Peoria, Ill., said: “I don’t have any experience with this process nor do any of the staff here. But I know many of the students have players, so if there are ways to use them for educational purposes, it would be a great new venue to use.” Claudia C. from Las Vegas responded similarly. “I’m not too sure what you are talking about, but it sounds interesting,” she said. “Send me all you know, starting with the basics.”

It’s my job to help with this learning process, and I eagerly await the growing results. With care, creativity, and encouragement, librarians who embrace podcasting and other emerging technologies can foster enhanced student learning, teacher participation, and collaboration. The possibilities are limited only by our imaginations and those of our students.
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Further Reading
Articles


Web Sites

Apple Education Solutions
http://www.apple.com/education/podcasting

Educational Technology: What Is a Podcast?
http://edtech.ocde.us/learning/podcasting

Wikipedia “Podcasting”
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Podcasting

Free Government Information
http://freegovinfo.info/node/174

Podcast Content for Library Research

CNN News Updates
http://www.cnn.com/services/podcasting

History According to Bob
http://www.summahistorica.com

The New York Times

National Public Radio
http://www.npr.org/rss/podcast/podcast_directory.php

PBS American Experience
http://www.pbs.org/wgbh/amex/podcasts.html

Presidential Radio Addresses
http://www.whitehouse.gov/news/radio

Podcast Directories

The Education Podcast Network: http://epnweb.org/index.php

iTunes: http://www.apple.com/itunes (Free; go to Music Store and search for Podcasts.)

OurMedia.org: http://www.ourmedia.org (offers free syndication)

Podcast Alley: http://www.podcastalley.com

Podcast.net: http://www.podcast.net

PodcastPickle: http://www.podcastpickle.com


Podcast Recording Software
Esther Kreider Eash is director of libraries and technology integration at Edison Schools, Inc. in New York. She holds an M.L.S. from Indiana University in Bloomington, Ind. Her e-mail address is ekeash@cox.net.

CastBlaster: http://www.castblaster.com (offers free trial)


Audacity (free, open source): http://audacity.sourceforge.net

Sony’s Acid Music Studio: http://www.sonymediasoftware.com

Podifier (free): http://www.podifier.com


Microsoft Improved Its Results By Working With Dow Jones Business Cards

Literary Market Place - the Worldwide Resource for the Book Publishing Industry

Information Tomorrow: Reflections on Technology and the Future of Public and Academic Libraries; By Rachel Singer Gordon
Podcasting supports efforts to differentiate instruction in the library in accordance with No Child Left Behind requirements. The podcast is a viable alternative for delivering research content or lessons to students who need remedial or extended support. While auditory learners particularly benefit when podcasts are incorporated into the teaching model, librarians can help all students and staff find ways to creatively use podcasting. Sometimes new formats are the key to igniting interest.

- MP3 + RSS = Podcast
  - Aaron Schmidt, Computer In Libraries 2007

- Tasty Choices @ Your Library (McCracken County KY PL) - www.youtube.com/watch?v=iMSk5zFVH4s

- Ohio University
  - Ohio University Alden Library Audio Tour - www.library.ohiou.edu/podcasts/?page_id=14

Podcasting 101. Integrating Podcasts Workbook from SimpleK12. What are the benefits of Podcasting in your classroom? A great downloadable program to create podcasts. YouTube Video. YouTube Video. Podcasting is another name for recording what one speaks. Podcasts files are normally MP3 files. The most highly used (FREE) software to create, edit, and publish podcasts is Audacity. For $10 you can take a class on Podcasting from - http://www.udemy.com/podcasting-101/. Talk Shoe is another Podcasting site - http://www.talkshoe.com/talkshoe/web/talkCast.jsp?masterId=3244&cmd=tc. CNet has done a